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Background
1. Link prediction occurs in many settings:

–recommending friends in social networks
–predicting movies or songs to users
–analysis of pairs of words that co-occur in corpus

2. Some basic methods[1]:
–Methods based on node neighborhoods
• overlap of neighborhoods

–Methods based on paths
• shortest path
• hitting time

3. Weaknesses of these methods:
–rely on heuristics
–predict links based on one static graph

[1] D. Nowell, J. Kleinberg, The link prediction problem for social networks, 2003

CIKM.
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Summary
1. A nonparametric model is proposed for link prediction in dynamic
graphs. The model considers the local neighborhood of node i over a
moving time window.

2. Consistency of the estimator is proved.

3. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is used to speed the searching of
the neighborhood.

4. Experiments on graphs with and without seasonality.



Proposed method
Use G = {G1,G2, ...,Gt} to denote the observed sequence of
directed graphs. Let Yt(i , j) = 1 if the edge i –> j exists at time t . Let
Nt(i) be the local neighborhood of node i at time t .

The proposed model is:

Yt(i , j)|G ∼ Bernoulli(g(ψt(i , j)))
ψt(i , j) = {st(i , j),dt(i)}

where 0 ≤ g(.) ≤ 1 is function of two sets of features st and dt ,
st(i , j) is pair-specific features (e.g. the number of common neighbors
between nodes i and j), dt(i) =

{
ηit(s), η+it (s)

}
is

neighborhood-specific features, where ηit(s) is the number of node
pairs in Nt−1(i) with feature s, and η+it (s) is the number of such pairs
which were linked in the next timestep t .
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Link Estimator
The estimator for function g(.) is

ĝ (ψt (i , j)) =
∑

i′,j′,t′ Sim(ψt (i,j),ψt′ (i
′,j ′))·Yt′+1(i

′,j ′)∑
i′,j′,t′ Sim(ψt (i,j),ψt′ (i ′,j ′))

To reduce dimensionality, Sim (·) is factorized into the
neighborhood-specific (K ) and pair-specific (I) parts:

K (dt (i) ,dt ′ (i ′)) · I {st (i , j) = st ′ (i ′, j ′)}

Thus Sim (·) computes the similarity between the two neighborhood
evolutions, but only when pairs (i ′, j ′) at time t ′ has exact same
pair-specific features with (i , j) at time t .

The estimator becomes∑
i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i

′))·
∑

j′ [I{st (i,j)=st′ (i
′,j ′)}·Yt′+1(i

′,j ′)]∑
i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i ′))·

∑
j′ I{st (i,j)=st′ (i ′,j ′)}

=
∑

i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i
′))·η+

i′t′+1
(st (i,j))∑

i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i ′))·ηi′t′+1(st (i,j))
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Link Estimator
Then we need to measure the closeness between neighborhoods. Two
neighborhoods are close if they have similar probabilities p (s) of
generating links between node pairs with feature vector s.

• Compare point estimates p (s) = η+. (s)
η.(s) (does not account for the

variance)

• Consider using Beta distribution

K (dt (i) ,dt ′ (i ′)) = bD(dt (i),dt′ (i
′)) (0 < b < 1)

D (dt (i) ,dt ′ (i ′)) =
∑

s∈S TV (X ,Y )
X ∼ Beta

(
η+it (s) , ηit (s)− η+it (s)

)
Y ∼ Beta

(
η+i ′t ′ (s) , ηi ′t ′ (s)− η+i ′t ′ (s)

)
where TV (·, ·) is the total variation distance.
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Consistency of Kernel Estimator

The main idea:

ĝ is a consistent estimator of g, i.e.,ĝ → g as T →∞.



Fast Search using LSH
•Each prediction:

Search over all n nodes for each of the T timesteps.
In practice, top r closest neighborhoods suffice.

•Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is a method of performing
probabilistic dimension reduction of high-dimensional data.

•One main application of LSH:
Nearest neighbor search



LSH
• Separate the range [0,1] of probability p (s), which is drawn from a
beta distribution, into B1 buckets. Compute the probability p (s) falls
into each bucket, denoted by pb.
• Use B2 bits to encode each pb by setting the first pb × B2 bits to 1.



LSH
• Use hash functions to map the bit sequence to some low dimension
space. If two neighborhoods have same hashes, then throw them into
the same bucket in a hash table. Otherwise throw to other bucket.
• Pick r closest neighborhoods that share the same bucket with
neighborhood of node i .



Experiment 1

• Seasonal changing pattern of the graph can be learned, because

ĝ =
∑

i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i
′))·η+

i′ t′+1
(st (i,j))∑

i′,t′ K (dt (i),dt′ (i ′))·ηi′t′+1(st (i,j))

• Experiment on graphs with seasonality

• Results from a 24-node sensor network where each edge represents
a successful transmission of a message. 82 consecutive measurements
were looked. Different sensors were turned on for communication
during different periods.



Experiment 1
• Area Under the receiver operator Curve (AUC) was used to evaluate
the prediction accuracy.
•AUC is obtained by calculating the area under the receiver operator
curve (ROC), which is a function of true positive rate and false
positive rate.



Experiment 1



Experiment 2

• Experiment on graphs without seasonality

• Results obtained from three co-authorship graphs: the Physics
"HepTh" community (14,737 nodes, 5,247 edges, 8 timesteps),
NIPS(2,865 nodes, 5,274 edges, 9 timesteps), and Citeseer(20,912
nodes, 45,672 edges, 11 timesteps) with "machine learning" in their
abstracts.

•A stock-correlation network, a subset of S&P500, was also
considered. Two stocks are linked if the correlation of their daily
returns over a 2 month window exceeds 0.8 (427 nodes, 41,699 edges,
49 timesteps)



Experiment 2



Usefulness of LSH
• Per query time:

Citeseer 0.3s
NIPS 0.4s
HepTh 0.6s
S&P500 2s


